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Version Updates, Notes And More Mysterious Orbs!

Horoscope 2008!

Security On Calypso!

Sexy Christmas on Page Nine

Free Outpost Rescue Services
… offers the Calypso Rescue Team (CRT), free of charge!
If you ever get stuck at an OP on Eudoria or Amethera or have problems
reaching a TP, call CRT – they will pick you up and take you to the next TP.
Post your message or rescue call in the Rescue Channel under:
www.euforces.com/index.php?name=PNphpBB2&file=viewforu
m&f=7
State your full avatar name, your location/co-ordinates and time you’ll be ingame
to get rescued (MA Time). To find out your location/co-ordinates, press “P” in
game. MAT is the same as GMT; press “C” to receive this info ingame.

Surviving the Adventure! - Eudorian Survival Map
… helps you to move around on this continent!
Contains

●
●
●

Teleporter Collector Route
Outpost Escape Routes
Travel Route to The Oil Rig
Get your own copy of the survival map under

EUForces – Home of The Calypso Post
www.euforces.com was designed to bring the community closer
together. We believe that by sharing knowledge and uniting we can
all make a difference to what happens in EU.

Open to the public and free of charge Euforces was created as an infotainment
pool for all interested Entropians as well as for all those who want to share
their EU experience. The more of us that get together the better our community
will become!
Community, Guides and the Rescue Channel are the cornerstones of the
Euforces concept.
Euforces addresses individual freelancing Entropians as well as
societies. Become a part of the bigger general forum with all registred members, an existing resident group hosted by Euforces
or create a private forum for your soc. If you are interested in having a private forum please view the FAQ regarding the issue.
Community:

In order to share knowledge and offer information three guides are available on Euforces so far: the Noob Guide for
all new arrivals on Planet Calypso, a Shop List open for all to advertise their business or find specific items, and the Scam List
explaining most common scams, providing a Scammer List including an official Scammer Announcement Channel in our forum.
Guides:

Most of us had the experience of being stuck at an OP. The Calypso Rescue Team (CRT), founded in
December 2005 on the basis of this problem, patrols remote OPs and is the first soc on Calypso offering a free Rescue Service
on demand. To act more target-oriented the Rescue Channel was established to get into contact with CRT immediately by
posting a Rescue Call so that a rescue assistant can be sent out asap.
Rescue Service:

The Calypso Post is an online magazine hosted by Euforces as well as created by the Euforces community.
Published six times per annum the TCP can be downloaded for free and is open to all who are interested in contributing.
The Calypso Post:
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Merry Christmas with Page Nine the danish will know, the rest will have to
flip the page and learn all about Denmark’s special newspaper tradition. Find out
under Page Nine.
VU 9.0 & 9.1 two major updates came our way during fall 2007. Both contained
groundbreaking features, for better and for worse, and confronted us with
happenings that go beyond what we’ve experienced so far on Calypso. Read more
under Calypso News.
Christmas Pages Santa Clause is coming to town! Time for TCP to go a bit
Christmassy. See our Christmas gimmicks under the Christmas Pages.
Horoscope 2008 All Time High or All Time Worst? What does 2008 hold for you?
Deposit more or will you be able to live on your loot? Should you implant some
skills or rather chip a few out? The stars will tell you under Horoscope.
The Gold Card Security on Calypso is a tricky topic. Ingame scamming is
common, RL hacking attacks had been reported. VU 9.1 just took away the option
to choose your prefered nickname displayed ingame, most likely in order to keep
track of scammers. The Gold Card is another useful security measurement. But how
does it work? Read the GDSS introduction under Columns.

VU 9.0 & 9.1
CALYPSO NEWS

Updates, Notes and Mysterious Orbs
STORY / PHOTOS: Neva

VU 9.0 and 9.1 – those version updates are not only the ones that brought us free items as gifts from MindArk
both! They are also the updates taking the first crucial steps for the Entropia Universe on its way towards
CryEngine 2008. Focused on graphical enhancements and looks, VU 9.1 consequently proceeded the
development that started in October’s update 9.0 bringing us revamped Feffoids and Maffoids as well as makeup. But MA also realized the baleful imminence of the full functional foot-guards.

I

t is kind of hard to say whether the good and bad aspects of the final two
version updates for 2007 are in balance or not. But there is no doubt in stating
that all that glisters is not gold and among all the very visual changes and
improvements the negative implementations and side-effects are obvious as well.
No matter how complete and good a full armour set including foot-guards may look
– it means an additional purchase to complete what you have, an additional plating
and of course since early December additional hits hence additional repair costs.
The fact that changing cloths and armour now means additional decay on the
pieces concerned is just another icing on the top of this unenjoyable economical
cake. Economical because MindArk is taking its Real Cash Economy very serious,
perfectly displayed in the banks of which the fifth has been implemented at Atlas
Haven with VU 9.1, and cleverly attached in the EU promotion stating this unique
MMORPG was a online game free of charge. And MA’s public relation is right: EU
is in fact a free game! At least as long as you decide to let it be one.
However the very system related recent version updates brought some Entropians
to their RL technical limits – one keyword here is graphic card, but especially
VU 9.1 seemed to be extremely buggy for some participants and the problems
occurring while and after downloading appeared to be more immense than
ever. Some even weren’t able to log in anymore. Which one of the technical
improvements can be seen as responsible for this is unclear since it might be
related to several things that had been done like moving the Login Window to the
Entropia Universe Client in order to increase security, the “internal technical tasks
for the migration of EU to CryEngine 2” or whatever measurements that had been
taken to fix client crashes and the annoying loot-lag. The changes and system
revamps must be massive though if we take the duration of download and the
amount of mini-patches (plus their duration!) since launching VU 9.1 into account.
Next to this the irritation about the new skill display was notable as well and not
necessarily appreciated, just as the change of not being able to influence the avatar
name being publicly displayed for the time being – supposedly to take a first small
measurement towards scamming and scammers. The modifications regarding
tailoring also created some confusion since the newly implemented material texture
profession and the function of those textures weren’t obvious at first for what they
are and mean: new items in your loot window and another option to modify your
avatar’s look by adding texture to your cloths, of which new pieces had been
implemented with both VU’s as well.
And to top all the Second Life-ish changes and add-ons we did get the beauty
branch has been extended with a new feature: Make-up! By using a make-up
mask each Entropian can now customize his or her avatar more individually.
An interesting new gimmick. Just like the additional trade chat that has been
established with VU 9.1 in order to keep the different chat windows more adjustable
and prevent sale and buy offer spamming in all chat. Nonetheless: this tool needs
to be learned by some still. Another question mark remains the Chinese building
at New Oxford, right across from Anshe Bank. So far it is not accessible hence a
perfect target for speculation.
Finally, the extension of the famous Hall Of Fame- List is something ambigious too
since many will be happy to receive a HoF where they would have had a global
only before. On the other hand the HoF loses a bit of its magic and quest character
if it is easier to achieve and becomes more common, just like it happens with all
goods that sink down from their exclusive status into a broader public. But then
again it’s common too that as soon as something loses its exclusive status there
CONTiNUED ►
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will soon be something else to take its place, re-establishing the balance between
popular and scarce goods hence consolidating the human desire of moving upwards.
Nonetheless, no matter how quiet MA’s been acting regarding technical
improvements it is nothing compared to the storyline measurement being taken on
the hush-hush, implemented and they are denying any knowledge of.
It all started with VU 9.0, the new creature Kerberos spawning on Calypso, strange
notes being looted as well as discovered on ad-screens in game and a baffling
floating, black ball meanwhile known as “The Orb”. Only by now it seems to be
clear that there is one main story behind the different events and dramatic storylines
occurred and discovered so far. At first those different events and the information
gathered didn’t seem to be connected, especially with the events start happening very
fast, but with more incidents, information, research and discussion the node seems to
become more and more tight. Where those events and this storyline are going to take
us to – no one knows for the time being.
One of the biggest miracles appearing with VU 9.0 and VU 9.1 are the Orbs. The
First one west of Minopolis had been discovered after VU 9.0 and attracted numerous
players trying to interact with the black floating and pulsating globe in order to solve
its secret. Its existence didn’t seem to be connected to all other happenings with
the Notes and the story about the missing girl in RL whose friend Adrijanna was
desperately trying to find out more about her whereabouts launching conspiracy
theories at the same time, as well as the mysterious three avatars Adam, Bravo and
Cassandra who seemed to be more connected to the Notes as they were handing
out some of them. The original Orb near Minopolis (231000,173300) naturally has
been taken into account when dealing with the Notes and ABC – decoding the Notes
and with Halloween on schedule it was almost expected and seemed to be obvious
there would be something happening at this location on the night of October 31st.
But nothing happened except the second ABC meeting at the Feffoid Camp, a totally
different location. Red herring? Or just a decoding mistake? Party time at the Orb was
one day later, November 1st with a massive Argonaut spawning, also revealing leader
species of the Argos, enormous creatures like the Ludark and Mesis. The second
spawning took place about three weeks later on November 24th and almost three
weeks before VU 9.1 that revealed the existence of five additional Orbs at Hadesheim
C (7245,16930), south-east of Chimera Canyons (16150,15565), south-west of
Fort Troy (12440,2310), north-west of Orthos West Mound (5765,13490) and on
Amethera, north of Oshiri Hearts (7440,40875). The rumour of a seventh Orb south
of Cape Corinth can not be confirmed for the time being. So far nothing happened
yet at those Orb locations. But maybe we only need to wait three weeks form VU 9.1
on until something happens as this seems to a valid time period compared to the
chronicle events happened so far. And this would indicate that New Year’s Eve/Day
might reveal more.

■ Halloween Party PPL @ Orb

■ Hadesheim C Orb

■ Da Real Orb

■ Oshiri Orb

■ Troy Orb

Orthos Orb ■

Chimera Orb ■

Nov 1st Orb Event with New Mob ■
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The Statue in the shape of a bird with a human face is another formation discovered
after VU 9.0, new and mysterious. Located on a quadratic pedestral each side of its
base displays a sign that had been decoded as the letters A N Z and I meanwhile.
It’s meaning – unknown and just another matter of speculation. However the last
appearance of the mysterious revolt group known as “ABC” – Adam, Bravo and
Cassandra – revealed a bit of the statue’s enigmatic significance with Cassandra
stating that it was her mother, trapped in stone and waiting for her liberation.
The birdlike outward appearance of the statue could also be interpreted into the
direction of an angel-like figure and hence related to the Angel Scales that had been
discovered in a VU before 9.0 hinting, that there were once such creatures existing on
Planet Calypso.

■ The Statue

■ Note on Screen

■ Estate deed Adrijanna

While the Notes were aggregating most of the public attention, the first appearance of
Adam, Bravo and Cassandra – as well as Adrijanna – took everyone by surprise. The
best word to describe most of it is probably “conspiracy” – and conspiracy is probably
also the best word that works for a good storyline and to get a community’s attention.
While ABC are mainly ingame focused, Adrijanna and her story about Maria crosses
the border of the virtual universe of EU. Adrijanna first appeared the day ABC entered
the stage of Calypso as well, October 25th. Her story about the missing friend Maria,
who used to play EU too and who vanished in RL some time ago is something that’s
being broadcasted in Swedish TV, “entertaining” a wider public with conspiracy and
kidnapping theories. And now Adrijanna is missing too: here apartment at Omegaton
West Habitat, Epsilon Tower, 9G doesn’t hold any specific secrets. But it is equipped
with a nice number of screens that, except for one wide screen, don’t show anything
at all but might reveal information now and then or in the future. The exceptional
screen broadcasts repeatedly the scene of Adrijanna’s kidnapping – we don’t know
where or why, but how she got lost.
ABC however with their primarily ingame related focus seem to be a rebel group,
revolting against the EU reign, so basically MindArk. Their several meetings, where
they would hand out Notes as well as PEDs, and what the said was encoded in
Polyglott hence had to be decoded by the community as well. Many things that had
been stated didn’t make much sense and only bits and pieces were understood
properly. The big question “Why?” remains though. While their first meeting served
more as an introduction about who they are and what they warn us about or want
us, the Entropians, to be aware of, the following meetings were more detailed and
riddled with hints. On their second meeting/appearance the EU community was told
to revolt against MA by basically boycotting the game for a full week from November
5th on. It was said not to spend any money to show MA their limits. As if this wasn’t
strange and mysterious enough, shall we guess what happened? There might have
been some people joining the boycott, but since it is not the community as a whole
following this storyline events, naturally a total boycott never happened. Not that this
would have been possible to achieve in the first place. As a punishment Adam and
Bravo told us that they would soon be gone, not without adding more riddles to this
big enigma it already is. This also was the first time six stars and black suns were
mentioned, in advance of VU 9.1 giving us the five additional Orbs. Taking this into
account the seventh Orb at Corinth might in fact be a fake. Mentioning yellow portals
and doors as well as new worlds and familiar worlds most people tend to believe that
one day soon those Orbs will be reveal as doors or even teleports to other continents
or planets – planets that have already been announced by MindArk with expansion
on the Chinese market. Interestingly plant-like columns started to grow out of the soil
under all Orbs with VU 9.1, apparently holding them in position, but also with a certain
similarity to the structure of the TP construction on Eudoria.
The mystery of the Note probably can be solved rather fast and easy for the time
being as those paper sheets with the specific and individual black/white square
pattern apparently contained the code for dates, time and coordinates of events and
meetings. If those who were trying to decode them were always right – this cannot be
guaranteed, by no means.
All in all those features and gimmicks launched with both VU’s are valuable, because
they keep the community in action, discussing, researching and puzzling about what’s
behind and what might be ahead. MindArk presented us a fair number of new projects
and outlooks as to what we can expect from EU in 2008. The first measurements
being taken with the last two version updates serve well as appetizer. And all the
changes and new implementations that had been proceeded seem to be connected

■ Adrijanna’s screen
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either way. The talk about expansion on the Chinese market going hand in hand
with a huge number of new planets perfectly add up with the Orbs being doors to
unknown worlds as well as the new Chinese building at New Oxford. How deep the
Thorifoid Temple on Amethera is involved into this cannot be determined. There
are no hints linked directly too it, but probably is more wishful thinking as people
desperately wait for something happening with it finally.
ABC meeting locations both at the Umbra Camp and the Feffoid Camp intriguingly
add up to the mysterious disappearance of the Umbranoids for the time being and
the good loots Feffoids had been dropping recently as well as their pimped and
scary look since VU 9.1 – just like the Argonauts have been good loot-droppers
since they use to spawn at Orbs.
Whatever there will come, for now it is still exciting as those who are following the
events get more and more deeper into a story, well and cleverly created (possibly
even planned for a very long time, since there are hints going back to the year
2005!). With every single happening new pieces are added to a puzzle constructed
around mixed mythological extracts, RL projects and technical ideas about and
within the Entropia Universe. Thumbs up for storylining! Hopefully MindArk won’t
put our patience to a longer test here, since the intervals of single events and the
challenge of solving those riddles already were too big to catch the attention of
a wider range of Entropians and for a longer time as some already gave up on
following what’s going on. The need to fully understand what’s behind it all and
to get all pieces together to one big picture of a story that tells us more about this
virtual universe is high tho.
To be continued….

First Note Event ■

Course of Events
9-9-09	VU 9.0 - Notes are being discovered, the community starts decoding
25-25-25	First Note Event according to the decoded information from the Notes near Twin Peaks (Umbra Camp) with massive
Kerberos spawns, Mutated Chirpy appearing and first appearance of ABC
31-31-31	First Official Gathering at the Minopolis Orb according to the decoded Notes, but nothing happened there whereas
ABC appear for the second time near the Feffoid Camp telling the EU community to boycott MindArk for a whole
week from November 5th 2007 on
1-1-01
Orb Event: massive Argonaut spawning at the Minopolis Orb with new Argonaut species discovered
10-10-10
Third ABC meeting at Nus Lull without Cassandra though, reproving the community for no joining in the boycott and
mentioning six stars and black suns
15-15-15	Fourth ABC meeting at Anok Sellims, apparently at the wrong time since Cassandra is still missing; Cassandra
appeared at the statue though proclaiming she was Maria and the woman trapped in the stone statue was her
mother who needs to be set free
2007-11-24	Second Orb Event with massive spawns
11-11-11	VU 9.1 – Five new Orbs at different locations on Eudoria and Amethera are being discovered; the existence of a
seventh Orb south of Cape Corinth is not confirmed yet
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BY : Wistrel
Competition!
Download printable version http://img49.imageshack.us/img49/5756/pectcp7versionto4.jpg

October Competition Revamped!
You think you know
enough about EU? Then
solve the crossword and

win 120 PEDs plus
a free space flight!

The winner will be announced in the next
issue in February 2008.
To enter the competition, send your answer
and full ingame name
via mail to calypsopost@
euforces.com; subject:
“Comp October/December”.
Note: Since the crossword to solve in TCP6
from October 2007 had
some “bugs”, we decided to see what can be
saved: Wistrel corrected
the puzzle to give it a
second try! Those who
already had sent in their
solution are being asked
to edit their answers according to the corrected
version. We apologize for
the inconvenience.
Note: All TCP staff members, including guest
writers, journalists or
people contributing to
the magazin either way
and therefore being part
of the TCP personnel, are
barred from the competition!

ACROSS

DOWN

Competition Sponsor: FoxyPilot’s Spaceflights
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page nine

A Danish Journalistic Tradition

Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year!
On behalf of the whole TCP Crew this scantly dressed
but highly skilled avatar sends out our Happy Holiday
wishes to all our fellow Entropians!
Team
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christmas pages

Cosy Up To The Fireplace

Exploring The Past! Looking Back On 6 Years Of Annual Christmas from MindArk
STORY/PHOTOS: Neva Lyrics: rearrange by the EUForces Community

On the first day of Christmas MA’s Marco sent to me:
a Mod FAP in a stink tree.
On the second day of Christmas MA’s Marco sent to me:
Two Kerberos Laying
And a Mod FAP in a stink tree.
On the third day of Christmas MA’s Marco sent to me:
Two Kerberos Laying
And a Mod FAP in a stink tree.
On the fourth day of Christmas MA’s Marco sent to me:
Four Mutant Chirpies,
Three OJ’s named ABC,
Two Kerberos Laying
And a Mod FAP in a stink tree.
On the fifth day of Christmas MA’s Marco sent to me:
Five ATH,
Four Mutant Chirpies,
Three OJ’s named ABC,
Two Kerberos Laying
And a Mod FAP in a stink tree.
On the sixth day of Christmas MA’s Marco sent to me:
Six enigmatic notes,
Five ATH,
Four Mutant Chirpies,
Three OJ’s named ABC,
Two Kerberos Laying
And a Mod FAP in a stink tree.
On the seventh day of Christmas MA’s Marco sent to me:
Seven Rippers Swimming,
Six enigmatic notes,
Five ATH,
Four Mutant Chirpies,
Three OJ’s named ABC,
Two Kerberos Laying
And a Mod FAP in a stink tree.
On the eighth day of Christmas MA’s Marco sent to me:
Eight Sweaters Sweating,
Seven Rippers Swimming,
Six enigmatic notes,
Five ATH,
Four Mutant Chirpies,
Three OJ’s named ABC,
Two Kerberos Laying
And a Mod FAP in a stink tree.
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On the ninth day of Christmas MA’s Marco sent to me:
Nine Noobs Pogo Dancing,
Eight Sweaters Sweating,
Seven Rippers Swimming,
Six enigmatic notes,
Five ATH,
Four Mutant Chirpies,
Three OJ’s named ABC,
Two Kerberos Laying
And a Mod FAP in a stink tree.
On the tenth day of Christmas MA’s Marco sent to me:
Ten PK’ers PK’ing,
Nine Noobs Pogo Dancing,
Eight Sweaters Sweating,
Seven Rippers Swimming,
Six enigmatic notes,
Five ATH,
Four Mutant Chirpies,
Three OJ’s named ABC,
Two Kerberos Laying
And a Mod FAP in a stink tree.
On the elevnth day of Christmas MA’s Marco sent to me:
Eleven Traders Trading,
Ten PK’ers PK’ing,
Nine Noobs Pogo Dancing,
Eight Sweaters Sweating,
Seven Rippers Swimming,
Six enigmatic notes,
Five ATH,
Four Mutant Chirpies,
Three OJ’s named ABC,
Two Kerberos Laying
And a Mod FAP in a stink tree.
On the twelfth day of Christmas MA’s Marco sent to me:
Twelve Diripi’s Droppings,
Eleven Traders Trading,
Ten PK’ers PK’ing,
Nine Noobs Pogo Dancing,
Eight Sweaters Sweating,
Seven Rippers Swimming,
Six enigmatic notes,
Five ATH,
Four Mutant Chirpies,
Three OJ’s named ABC,
Two Kerberos Laying
And a Mod FAP in a stink tree.

STORY / PHOTOS : Neva
Just like all the years before, Santa Marco slid down Calypso’s
chimney a couple of weeks before the official Christmas Eve on
Earth. Some sceptical minds didn’t expect any season presents at
all since the gift fairy already did strike on Halloween this year, but
they were proved wrong: this year’s official Christmas gifts from
MindArk finally completed the special seaons outfit from 2002.
The annual gifts Entropians receive each year before Christmas
can be classified as mainly decorative gimmicks: handhelds,
sometimes with additional function, cloths and decoration items
that, in some cases, are rated as furnitures as well had been given
out since Christmas 2002, the year that brought us the Christmas
pants, shirts and facemasks that now are completed with the
mittens and the hat we received this year.
Most of those gifts are of an explicit seasonal nature. Decorations
like the official Christmas Tree, the Julbock or the Christmas
Garland are hiding in storage during the whole year, but taken out

2002
Jolly Christmas Pants
Jolly Christmas Shirt
Jolly Christmas Facemask
First Golden Christmas Decoration

to decorate an appartment or a shop already in late November.
Even the Auction mirrors this special season since the Christmas
items are booming between in November and December.
Of a more timeless nature are the Christmas handhelds:
Champagne, flowers and the fireworks are used throughout the
whole year at any given festive occasion.
The most valuable and naturally wanted items among those
free gifts are of course rather limited, limited because not all
Entropians will find them in their Christmas Loot Window as soon
as they log in. There is a certain Christmas climax when it comes
to those presents: at least one of those items, the smallest one,
will be given to all Entropians on Calypso. If you will also receive
the second or even third new item depends on how much you’ve
deposited. The good news though: we are not talking about
the annual deposit amount here, but what you’ve deposited
throughout your virtual existence in the Entropia Universe.

Gift-Overview

2003
Christmas Firworks
Christmas Grand Fireworks
First Official Christmas Tree

2004
Christmas Yellow Flower
Christmas Red Flower
Santa Statue

2005
Christmas Star
Christmas Cloth
Christmas Advent Candlestick

2006
Julbock - Christmas Goat
Christmas Garland
Sjoeblom Winery Chauvignon Crystal

2007
Halloween
Jack O’Lantern
Scary Pumpkin Facemask
Evil Skull Facemask
Christmas
Gift Wrapped Box
Jolly Christmas Mittens
Jolly Christmas Hat
THE CALYPSO POST
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Merry Christmas and a Happy New
Year from the Orb!
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Merry Christmas and a Happy
New Year from Calypso!
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Horoscope 2008

Your Activities, Loots & Skills in year 2008!
HOROSCOPE : Neva

Cornoanterion (Mar 21 – Apr 19)

Forget about 2007 with all its negative vibes and events! Step optimistically into
year 2008, because Calypso will be your lucky planet guarding benevolently all your
activities throughout the whole year! Nonetheless keep it real and don’t risk too
much. Opportunities and perfect chances will mark your way, but you will have to
work hard to accomplish tasks and gain success. By the end of 2008 the full impact of
your success will be revealed and you will be able to build upon your achievements.
Activities: You are totally on fire in 2008, no matter what activity on Calypso you are
about to take on. Best opportunities right at the beginning in January and February as
well as in May and throughout late summer and the whole fall season between August
and November! In June and July you should step back a little and spend more time
IRL. Loots: You will be just as ambitious as you normally are, but this year not as eager
to global as last year. The comfort of golden swirls will surround you simultaneously with the aura of a laid-back attitude.
Amazing success and profit ahead! Skills: This is your year, even when it comes to skilling! You are 100% motivated since
the balance between loot return and your easy-going mode perfectly match. Focus on one skilling activity only in April as
well as December. In September your skilling will be extremely slow.

Armax (Apr 20 – May 20)

A lucky year lies ahead of you: Exactly those aspects and components that disturbed
you in 2007 and made your life chaotic and a mess will turn into the best benefactors
in 2008, making your life comfy and pleasant! Protection and breakeven activity
returns will be important to you this year, but you are also going to experiment with
other activities you never had tried before in order to bring a certain turn into your
virtual life and make a change. Personal development and renewal are the keywords
for your Mantra in 2008. Activities: Your “love light” is burning red and hot in 2008.
After a little dimmer in January you can feel the good vibe soon in February which will
be a month of laid-back activity with big success. Bad months for activity expansion
are March, July, September and October. April, May, June as well as November
and December are your top months. Be careful in August: it’s getting hot, but also
addictive! Loots: Your loots will be good, but you have to control your expenses to hit the breakeven point. You need a good
condition and some patience to get your golden swirlies. In the end it’s not a question of if you’re going to HoF, but when.
Chance for a real fat one are good in November and December, not in May and June – be careful then! Skills: Your HP will
be rising a lot in 2008! Other skills however will increase rather slow in your eyes. Try to skill constantly and steady, maybe
in one field only or strategically in different fields simultaneously. Make a plan in order to not get disappointed.

SEG (May 21 – Jun 21)

2007 was your year! You’ve been one lucky sod! Unfortunately 2007 is over and you
got to wrap up yourself well for 2008. No worries: Lootius won’t desert you totally,
but be prepared to work a lot harder for your success this time! 2008 will be full of
challenges, and you won’t come out of them as a winner each time. It’s not a year
of crisis, no. But you have to learn to say bye-bye to unrealistic dreams and goals.
Stabilize your virtual life! If you are able to deal with those challenges and to adjust
your actions reasonably, you’ll be doing fine. If not…. You might cash out. Activities:
You definitely have a lucky hand picking the right activity at the right moment. But
are you also patient enough to keep going? The year starts slow and low for you.
May, November and December are also months of problematic activity results for
you; nothing works properly. March and April however will give you a first taste of
how successful you could be if you only were willing to learn going with the flow and adapting to new circumstances. The
summer months between June and August are ok, whereas September and October are your hot activity months. Loots:
Even though your activity pattern in January and February leaves a lot to be desired, your loot return is surprisingly good.
Nothing more, nothing less though because for the rest of the year it will only be ok. Consider selling some of your stuff
or possibly unnecessary skills in December. Big exception: September and October! Hot activity will go hand in hand with
good loot. Skills: Patience, patience, patience. Try to work out a scheme and find your main skilling field. To get an unlock
you need to focus more. Skills won’t be flying to you like in 2007, it’s going to be a long way, but you can achieve good
results if you do it strategically.
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Tantillion (Jun 22 – Jul 22)

This is going to be a fun year! Whatever you do, the fun aspect will be your main focus
in 2008, and indeed you will be really happy with what you do and feel enormously
entertained. However, keep your feet on the ground: a global won’t be generated only
because someone is having lots of fun on the server. Keep an eye on your Perception.
And skill! 2008 is not only a year for good breakeven returns, but also a good skilling year
for you! You might, finally, get the unlock you had been desperately waiting for in late
2007. It will allow you to make further plans now. Activities: You will experience six very
strong phases in 2008: March, May, June, August, September and October. Especially
August will bring you a hot month with different successful activities. After a slow start
March will indicate for the first time in 2008 how your way up might look like, even though
it seem like luck springs onto you rather than you looking for it on purpose. Be careful
and picky with what you do in November! Loots: Profit will come when you least expect it! You actually deposit some to have
fun and get some virtual entertainment, and you do well not expecting anything big at all. But now and then there will be a nice
popup increasing your joy. Ironically your chances for a rather big hit are best in January and February when you activity level
seems to be clouded up by bad luck. Skills: Skills up! With all the fun you have roaming Calypso, skills seem to be flying to you
like butterflies to a tiny pile of Papplon. You don’t really skill on purpose and basically don’t care, and this seems to be the
formula for 2008!

Atrax (Jul 23 – Aug 22)

It’s a Melee year and the year of skilling up your Strenght. You’ve already been skilling
in this field before and the professional standing you have will help you on your way
into a powerful 2008. More skilling though is recommended. Good chances lie ahead,
and you will see and take them. You are highly motivated. Maybe you even start skilling
in a new field or with a new weapon or tool – the inner voice will tell you what to do
and most of all it tells you to make a change. It will be worthwhile listening to it! Your
understanding of the game has been great before – but now you even know how to
perfectly apply it! Activities: Constant harmony for 2008: You will soon find your way and
will be rewarded. Throughout the whole year you will know exactly what to do when and
where. Only between October and December your virtual life will be a little harder. But
why complain? Between January and September all your activities pay off skillwise and
PEDwise. Already in January! April, August and September are also peaking months. Especially September and its successful
results invite you to buy some new equipment. Loots: Your loot is steady. Nonetheless you should keep your PEDs together
and don’t waste them all at once on uber-gear or useless accessories. Skills: Since it’s your skilling year, your skill curve
knows only one way: up! Make the best of it and take a chance when and where you see it. Trust your gut feeling.

Thorafoid (Aug 23 – Sept 22)

You like it neat – so you will hate 2008! This year holds lots of challenges for you and
most of them will upset you to the bone as they are totally against all your personal
values and virtues: they upset your structure and order. Your Mantra for 2008: Keep it
cool! Try to adapt and adjust when something won’t come out the way you’ve expected
it to or you’ve planned it to develop. Believe in yourself and your abilities, relax, and
sooner than expected you’ll be once again in control of things happening around you,
leading the way and manage the challenges that lie ahead. Activities: Before you can
learn how to adapt to changing circumstances you will have to experience the full chaos
and impact of all the things not going your way. This will happen the first three months
of 2008. May and June are still marked by your learning process, but finally in July you
will find your solution hence from August on the way for improvement of any kind will be
cleared. Loots: During the first half of 2008 there seems to be so much trouble and chaos around you that you actually don’t
realize how well your loots really are. Of course, it’s nothing big and fancy, but at least a steady breakeven return. Make some
plans according your activities, follow the plan and try to get more tranquillity into your activities and you will soon see and
appreciate the real value of your loot window. Skills: The first chaos impact of 2008 includes chaotic skilling as well. Your
balance is so upset and you are so helpless first in this situation that all the apparent bad luck on your shoulders falls down on
you like a giant rock onto an ant. You feel shattered, skills won’t increase, loot sucks, it just freaks you out! But remember: the
solution doesn’t lie on the server and the problems you see are basically just a product of your illusion. Change your point of
view, follow your plan and order will be restored soon hence you will be able again to enjoy Planet Calypso.
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Ambulimax (Sept 23 – Oct 22)

2008 will be a tough year for you! It will be remarkably hard to stay rational with all the
good luck around you! The planet is at your feet! Eudoria, Amethera, Crystal Palace,
Club NeverDie – they are waiting for you to come and test their servers! It’s not said
that everything you touch will turn into gold. But you might profit if you stay rational
and don’t lift off realistic grounds. There is an avoidable danger to trip, stumble and
fall. Your trait as a balanced and well organized person should be of great value
to manage handling all the good happenings and occasion waiting for you in 2008,
so follow that line. Activities: All your activities are marked by perfect results and
success. Especially the period between January and August will be exciting, busy
and satisfying for you. September and October are ideal to cross limits, try something
new. Your good luck now can possibly be localized on CP and CND. And after an
exciting year, November and December as your calm months are well deserved. Loots: With all those good signs ahead
and around, you must not forget that the demand to stay rational first of all refers to your PED balance. Safety first! Don’t
waste PEDs, try to keep track of a constant in- and outcome of your activities. You sure will breakeven and if you keep
control you might even profit well. Skills: The same rational and reasonable demand goes for skilling. Don’t lose your head
thinking you can achieve whatever you wish and intend to – it’s not that easy. But if you do it strategically the way for your
skilling is cleared and goes up.

Neconu (Oct 23 – Nov 21)

Thank Lootius, it’s 2008! The last year sucked big time! Solely the fact that 2007
is over should be enough to make you smile. 2008 will be much easier for you. You
don’t expect much, even though Lootius’ blessings are with you. But basically you
are already happy without any bad surprises. You will get what you deserve after a
bumpy 2007. 2008 will be loaded with lucky chances and opportunities, but they will
come to you well-dosed. You’ve been tolerating the negative events of 2007 without a
word; don’t make the mistake to let all the good luck pass you by without a word too
in 2008! You have to work for it! Don’t lean back – Autoclicker is not a solution! Make
some good plans right at the beginning of 2008, give yourself some good goals and it
all will turn your way. Activities: Dreams can in fact come true, but they won’t happen
over night and especially not without any effort. Take your chance between January
and March to recover from 2007, restore your personal order and balance, and set up some plans for the rest of the year.
You need structure. Loots: No doubt your time to score is now! You’ve got the luck, you made a plan – all you need to do
now is play it safe and keep your equipment repaired. Lootius can strike at anytime and you don’t want to miss that chance
by getting killed due to a badly repaired armour or gun. You need to be prepared, anytime! Skills: It is the year of crossskilling. You’ve been interested into other skill fields and profession before, but never had the guts to get down with it. Do it
now! But never forget: the one who skills hard, needs to relax hard as well!

Thorio (Nov 22 – Dec 21)

2008 won’t come on easy terms. It will be a perfect year, yes, but you will have to work
hard and handle lots of challenges. You will have to make a few prominent decisions.
Some of them won’t be a walk in the park. This all, however, is part of the game and
actually Calypso with all its opportunities is right at your feet. But you got to pick
those chances up yourself. Everyone has to pay their tribute to Lootius, but it might
as well be that you have to pay a higher price in 2008 to claim a profit. You will need
patience. Don’t lose faith during the first six month being the harder half of the year.
The second half will amend. Activities: Be experimental! Test as much as you can
between January and March to find your personal way for 2008. Most likely you will
make the wrong decision first as April will be a very critical month for you and you
might have to test a bit more until the end of June. July and August however will your
perfect months. Loots: Your PED balance is the linchpin of you personal quest and challenge in 2008. You have to invest to
get return, so don’t be afraid to deposit, maybe even deposit more that you usually do. It will be worth it and pay off! This,
however, might take a while. Biggest chances for hitting the jackpot are in September and October. So deposit as much as
you can and are willing to during the first half of 2008, but go back to normal from July on. Skills: Skills are your problem
areas in 2008. It’s not said that you will have big difficulties in skilling, but it will neither be easy nor as fast as you’d like to.
This affects your mood dramatically: you’re up one minute gaining lots of skill, but down the next when it all slows down or
the unlock won’t come. Keep the balance, especially regarding your attitude and mood.
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Osseocollum (Dec 22 – Jan 19)

Ladies and Gentlemen: We have a winner! 2008 belongs to the Osseocollum! This is
your year! Yes, this might be future talk about an ATH, but don’t freak out now – it’s not a
guarantee as you got to do something for it! Read the notes, make plans. The signs are all
around, you just need to decode, understand and read them well. Don’t jeopardize, but
risk something! Knowledge and understanding come first, strategy second and scoring
third! Your opportunities are vast and you should be as active as possible to be able
to cope with them. Activities: The only problematic months for you are September and
October. But if you develop your personal understanding of the game properly during
the first months and set up a good tactical plan, you will even overcome this bumpy
interference in fall. And just when you thought it couldn’t get any better, there will be new,
abundant chances and opportunities for you in December! Loots: Amethera invites you to
explore and test its servers! And even though you are a penny-pincher: your luck lies beyond Planet Calypso as well. So make
an effort, make an investment and a buy a ticket to space! Crystal Palace and CND are waiting for you! It’s not like anyone
would be asking you to deposit half of your monthly income! Just buy a ticket, they don’t cost much if you ignore the pilot line!
Skills: In case you need a few extra PEDs: sell some skills! Check your avatar information for the skills you have. What skills do
you really need? Which ones can be dumped and sold? You will certainly loot a couple of ESI – you might as well use them to
chip a bit in and out.

Calamusoid (Jan 20 – Feb 18)

Nothing fancy for you in 2008 – but neither a drama. Just enjoy life in this virtual
universe. Relax. Lean back. Don’t push the pedal. In case you have any big plans take
it slow. This doesn’t include taking baby steps to achieve something, but take it at least
step by step. The first half of 2008 by far won’t be the most exciting period of your virtual
existence in total. It could be worse though. Just try to enjoy the EU as a fun game. Be
entertained and do not be eager about getting out something amazing and meaningful.
RL distraction is the purpose. Activities: Don’t make any big plans for the first half. This
is your phase of just playing on Planet Calypso and letting things happen. You need this
little entertaining timeout to be prepared for the second half that will offer you more
thrill and challenge. After a relaxed and more RL orientated summer, you will be back in
virtual business by September. The late summer and fall season will be your time of the
year. September and October are the months of hot action and December will provide you with a very pleasant finish of 2008.
Jump into them! Loots: Once again it is highly recommended not to make any big plans or deposits during the first half of
2008. Just keep going on what you have and make your mind up now and then on what you can set off from September on. By
then you will in fact need a plan and some steady investments. Skills: Leave the troubles behind, stop skilling on purpose. Just
do it! This goes for the whole year. That doesn’t include that you won’t gain any skills – you will, don’t worry. But don’t make it
your main objective. Perform your activities for fun, perform them for PEDs, but not for skills. They will come all naturally.

RipperSnapper (Feb 18 – Mar 20)

Bad start into 2008. And that one goes with an extremely bad mood as well. What to say?
Just keep your head up, it will all pass. Best you can do: do your homework as usual,
be a busy bee, now and then you will get a treat. Whether 2008 will be a good year or a
total mess is ultimately up to you, how you manage things and how you cope with the
circumstances. Adjust your attitude and in the end it won’t be that bad at all really. You
too have the tendency of being up one minute - down the next. Work on it and you will
be able to enjoy 2008 much more! Activities: Forget about the first three months or at
least try not to expect too much, otherwise this first phase will turn into a real downer
for you. Also focus on one activity only or one activity at a time for a certain period. You
lose interest too easily and if an activity brings nothing new, you get sceptical about it as
well as moody. Don’t let those interferences cloud up your usually sunny nature. Loots:
The more you deposit the better your loot. At least this rule works well for you in 2008. Your fortune, however, lies within your
soc and team hunts. Trust your mates, they will lead you the way to plenty loot windows. Don’t try to persuade them changing
locations too fast, just because you lose your patience! Skills: Star skilling more and more focused, but don’t give up when it
is not fast enough. Your problem is that your mood changes like a capricious server dropping big loots one day and nothing at
all the next. The point is to stick to one thing and keep going as you lose faith too fast: if it goes your way you are overexcited,
if not you tend to abandon right away what you are doing without paying attention to the fact that things need their time. Rome
wasn’t built in one day!
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If you have a keylogger,
if no virus software can help
and you can afford one
maybe you should buy...AGOLD
CARD

STORY: Wistrel PHOTOS: Wistrel, Aziphirael & McCormick
Its pretty much safe to say that not a year can go by without the likes of EntropiaForum reporting at least one
hacking related incident where typically some poor soul reports to have lost their digital heart and soul to some,
no doubt, ‘elite hacksaw’ where upon the rest of the community typically wags their collective finger at them and
knowingly proclaims that they “should have bought a Gold Card”. “Thanks for the sympathy” is the commonly
sarcastic reply then, after the inevitable slagging match between the “told you so’s” and the hapless victim
proclaiming, with undying passion, that their system is secure and that they “do not need a Gold Card”, they either
end up getting one, or the mods have to delete yet another unauthorised ‘quit thread’. But just what is a gold card?
How do you get one and what kind of effect will its ownership have on your Entropian Life?

T

he Gold Card is in fact probably one of the oldest and
most established systems in Entropia and is not, as
some might assume, a simple device but instead,
what is effectively a subscription to a security service. Not just
any security service mind you, the system offered by MindArk
is far in advance of even what many might find attached their
own online bank accounts!
So what is it? Well the Gold Card Security System (GCSS)
is based on a very old and solid technique called ‘One Time
Password Generation’ meaning that a player never uses the
same password twice to log in and instead works their way
through a pre-issued list of passwords that no one else has
access to. The upshot of this is that any would be hacker who
just happens to obtain your password while you log in would
find the information useless because, as soon as you have
used it, the password expires! Sounds good yes? But what’s
the catch?

■ old gold cards

To be honest, there isn’t one. The GCSS “does what it says
on the tin” but it is important to realise that there is a certain
degree of inconvenience that goes with using a Gold Card so it
is beneficial to be fully aware of how a card is actually obtained
and used before deciding if the system is definitely for you.
In order to begin using the GCSS, to start with, you need to buy
a card which in itself is kind of fun because, not only are they
only available in game, but they are in fact currently the only
real life item in game that is available to buy at all! Because
of this ‘cybershop’ nature of purchase it is important that you
make sure your delivery details are up to date first on the EU
website and then you can simply head over to your nearest
auctioneer with 200ped in hand and nab one of the many cards
available at buyout. Once done, it is a simple case of waiting
as soon (shipping time allowing) you will be the proud owner of
your very own Gold Card and reader (pictured) and are ready
to start being secure.

■ number on card
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When you first receive you card in the mail it will not
immediately be activated as MindArk have no way of telling
how quickly you will receive the package. To do this you
need to head over to the Entropia website, access the ‘my
account’ section, follow the link and submit the number
printed on the back of the card. As a word of warning
though, at this point, there is no turning back. Once your
card is activated MindArk will take its association with
your account seriously and the only way to ‘opt out’ of
the system from then on will be to send them a copy of
your passport or equivalent which is also something you
will need to do if you ever loose your card and wish to
buy a new one. To use your card, you simply log on as
usual because the GCSS is not a replacement for the old
username and password access, more an addition to it.
After doing this you will be confronted with a new screen
(pictured) prompting you for a security code (the one time
password) which is generated from the Gold Card you now
have in your posession. To generate the code you insert
the card into the reader and copy the displayed number
however bear in mind that you only have three attempts to
do this correctly or the card will become ‘desynchronised’
from your account.

■ number on screen

Desynchronisation is effectively where the added security is
kicking in. To fail to enter a correct ‘passcode’ three times
is viewed by MindArk as highly suspicious so at this stage,
you (or the hacker who is attempting to gain unauthorised
access to your account) will need to correctly enter a
further two Gold Card generated codes or else loose
access to the account until support can assist you with the
resynchronisation process.
So, on the whole, the GCSS is about the most secure
system you could possibly imagine flawing the two most
common hacking techniques of exploiting human error
(easilly guessed/written down/stolen passwords) and brute
force guessing thanks to the fact that no one knows, or can
usefully reveal their Gold Card security codes before they
have been generated, or that it would ever be possible to
guess one in less than four attempts. ���������������������
But is the Gold Card
for you?
Well, as is obvious from the above provided description,
owning a Gold Card places a significant restriction on your
Entropia access as, unless you carry the card and reader
with you everywhere (which isn‘t advisable) you limit the
number of places from which you can log on. Speed too, is
a notable restriction as by no stretch of the imagination will
you ever be able to copy codes as fast as most of us can
bang out a well practiced username and password. Adding
too the risk of loosing the card or the reader becomming
damaged makes whether to buy into this system or not, a
question that should be considered carefully.
At the end of the day there is a simple thought to mull over
inorder to know whether or not you should get a Gold Card
and that is “Am a prepared to loose what I have invested in
the game, for the sake of avoiding a little extra hassel every
time I log in?” If the answer is “no” then it’s time to find
yourself a couple of hundred spare PEDs, if “yes”, then you
better be sure your computer is locked down tight cause, if
you get hacked, the one thing you can guarantee is a total
lack of sympathy from anyone and if you go to the Police,
you’re more likely to perform a stand up comedy rountine
for them than actually have anyone take you seriously.
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Black out on Calypso

Entropian Fiction & Art

STORY : Tide

The Atroxes started dying first. There was an almost
festive spirit in the air as the news spread through
all the major towns, Twin Peaks, Port Atlantis, Club
Neverdie. The rig was open.
It was getting erratic, but it still gave oil. This prompted
a whole new flood of people arriving at the towns
near the rig, thinking to try their hand at getting some
oil out of the unprotected life firing zone. A large
group of them were out for fun, thinking that the
breakdown of the systems planet wide was a temporary
thing. A few were much less optimistic.
Yvonne sat down and leaned against the warm wooden panels of
the hut, watching the windmill not far away as it turned and turned
with the gusts of wind.
“Feel like going in yet?”, Johnny nudged her.
Yvonne tilted her head towards the line of armoured Calypsians in
various disarray walking around the campsite.
“Still got plenty of competition.”
“You said that yesterday.”
“I’m not wasting ammo, you never know when you may need it for
other things.”
“What could be more precious than oil? If things get worse, it’s the
key to get off this dreadful place.”
“You hallucinating? It’s the plane owners that have the key.”
“Alright, then tell me what you are doing here?”
“Getting oil.”
Johnny rolled his eyes “Women!”
That elicited a few guffaws under some helmets not far away, as
well as some uncalled advises, “Don’t push it matey!” “They bite
sometimes!”
A chorus of agreements.
Yvonne whispered, “And as long as there exist people like that,
getting oil will give us some measure of advantage. Just don’t think
it’s all that miraculous.”
“We need a miracle to get through this. Everyday a different supply
is cut.”
“And I’m going to be the last one standing if it comes to that.”
Yvonne looked sharply at Johnny. “And if you’re with me, it could be
us.”
“I know, you’re in the doomsday boat alright? I’ve accepted that.”
Johnny thought back to when he first saw some of Yvonne’s
illegal collection. Electronic signal wiping devices, handmade nonregulated blades, fire starting flints. She rattled on about all their
uses to him, she knew how to take apart almost any device to get to
the “good stuff” inside. Sometimes he wondered what someone like
him was doing here.
By evening the crowd had thinned out, some went ahead, others
had enough of the rig and started back on their long trek to the
cities.
“I am figuring that the revival terminals won’t last all that long”
Yvonne said.
“On Eudoria, Atroxes gone, Armax thinning out, Feffoids thinning
out. Even on Amethera the stock piles of fertilizers are wearing out.
Whatever is running all this is running down. I’d have to say I
agree” Johnny replied.
“When they stop coming back, we will know for sure.” Yvonne
suddenly shuddered as though a chill got into her bones. She had

a plan for the next few days, weeks perhaps. But beyond that, there
was a bleak darkness that she could not imagine living through. She
turned to look at Johnny again, “I’m scared.”
“I’m scared too.” Johnny could not hold that gaze and turned to
look at the unforgiving sky wishing he had never volunteered for
Calypso in the first place. Calypso was the future, or that was how
it advertised itself. Johnny was not sure what he wanted in life.
He was reasonably smart, got through school and came out not
knowing which way to go. Some part of him wanted an adventure
and the advertisers had his type analyzed down to a tee. He signed
up so willingly, he didn’t even know how to hold a gun then. Johnny
shook his head as he looked at his get up, armour, guns, the hidden
knife. Suddenly it wasn’t like an adventure when things start going
wrong, more like a disaster.
“You said something?” Yvonne looked over.
“Nothing.” Johnny said, realizing that he was starting to think aloud
too. He was slipping, slipping.
They still came back, but the whispers started “He didn’t come
back, I saw G take him down at the rig before I was shot down and
he wasn’t at the revival.”
“Might be a glitch bro, he may be back tomorrow”.
The next day came without much fanfare, the cold truth sank into
those that noticed. Slowly, in small groups, they retreated, deciding
that this game was too much to play. Another day, and they stopped
coming back whether they got killed or not.
Yvonne thought it was time to move in. Johnny was excited
despite the fear, finally they were going to see some action. He
had everything packed ready for the last few days, but he checked
through all his equipment again and followed Yvonne who was
already a short distance ahead. The stubby grassland gave way
to real desert, the comfortable crunch of boot on grass changed
into a sometimes treacherous step into sand. Sand which at times
was hard with rocks under it, sometimes was so soft, his feet
sank in unnatural ways. Alongside them, sheets of sand moved
and crumbled as it whipped around their feet. Johnny’s check of
his radar constantly returned blank patterns, except once when it
detected a lone bird far up in the sky.
“We’re almost there” Yvonne said.
“I’ll activate the device”. Johnny brought up one of the illegal goods
Yvonne obtained a long time ago: The Electronic Signal Wiping
device. Johnny remember how his feelings had raced apart in
two opposite directions, one was awe to Yvonne and her extreme
readiness for whatever would come, the other was the absurdity of
having these things. Calypso was running perfect then, how could it
ever fail? A few dozen meters ahead, some voices broke Johnny’s
thoughts.
“We know you’re there, you did something, all our devices are dead!
So we know you’re there now. Come on up and grab the oil, its
free!” Hysterical laughter followed.
Johnny looked at Yvonne nervously, reaching for his gun.
“Show yourselves! Show yourselves!”, another voice called out,
fading away in different directions. That was a good thing, they
really had no idea where Johnny and Yvonne were. A nerve
wrecking silence fell.
Yvonne was startled by some foot steps and they both ducked
in time behind a rock when a group of people came up on the
other side, apparently the device fail had not deterred them from
continuing to the rig. Yvonne and Johnny watched them go past
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towards the rig. An expected exchange of gunshots ensued, a few
cries and then quiet.
“Just find the device!” a loud voice carried across the dry desert.
More mumbles followed.
“Fairly smart, they will know those aren’t us.” Yvonne muttered.
“They can’t be completely sure either, they may not even know what
it looks like.”
“That’s true.”
They then decided to continue moving in, finally reaching the last
landmark before the rig. The two hid behind it while Yvonne brought
out a little bug like machine and entered some data in it. “That
should get some data for us.” It scurried off.
Suddenly Johnny tensed. Yvonne read him perfectly well as she
reached for her gun. They turned as one, taking down two people
that were probably placed as lookouts. Despite the mufflers on
the weapons, Yvonne was certain those further off could hear it,
and switched to her rifle. Soon enough a speck appeared in the
distance. Yvonne tried to snipe it, but another whizzing sound made
her duck. At the same time Johnny felt one coming up from behind
and emptied his gun into the other lookout. Yvonne started letting
loose a few mining bombs as she and Johnny started running in
opposite directions. Soon the rig was in sight, there were three
standing. Yvonne knew that one shot from one of the weapons
could possibly put her out of action. There was no chance to take
here. Yvonne threw a previously prepared explosive into the air
and shot it. The explosive force pushed the sand into a furious whirl
obscuring vision, which provided Yvonne with cover to start shooting
at the three. Johnny from the other side took his cue and did the
same. The three returned fire haphazardly. The dust was clearing
and someone was still alive in the rig. With grim determination
Yvonne tested an idea by throwing another mining bomb straight at
the last person in the rig. It detonated and a sick silence followed.
She walked up to the blood spattered rig and saw Johnny coming
in from the other side as expected. “Even that system is down now.”
Johnny said.
“I think the next person you kick is going to bleed, official weapon
or not” Yvonne said. Thankfully, the dead bodies still disappeared
after a short while. Johnny kept the lookout while Yvonne picked
up oil that the rig kept churning up. When dawn broke, Yvonne was
still picking up yet barrels which her matter compressor stuffed into
her storage. “We have to move on.” Johnny helped her with another
barrel. “The new groups would be trying their luck now.” Yvonne
nodded and they started their long trek back to the towns.
The people in the towns were experiencing an increasing number or
unresponsive trade terminals. Some storage facilities had already
failed and for days you could see long queues snaking around the
remaining storage areas. People stopped selling food out in the
open, in a short while most people
believed it was all gone. The countryside, normally fairly barren,
was starting to be picked apart by hungry Calypsians. Even
dangerous plants were tested as people were driven to their limits.
Smiling
faces turned hostile gradually and the bigger the cities became
hazard grounds as tempers flared easily and fights broke out all
around.
Yvonne was hoping to replenish some supplies at Twin Peaks,
and the sight of the mountains that gave the city its name was
a welcome sight after the desert broke into rolling hills. Johnny

noticed that
things were amiss immediately “There’s a fight there.” They both
stopped in their tracks, just above the top of the next hill, was a
noisy bobble of heads and arms and the fierce sound of
people in a large fight. Yells of “He’s got Nutrio bars!” and “Fruits
here” and the sound of smashing boxes continued. “I don’t think
we’re going to be able to buy anything at that rate.” Yvonne said,
shaking her head. Things had really gone bad and people were
realizing it at last. “I think that we might want to head straight to the
space base” Johnny replied.
“Definitely.”
They turned and started to make their way back they way they
came.
Just then a voice called out to them, “Can I come with you?”. A
teenage looking girl was standing there, an Exarosaur in tow. “And
my pet too?”
“Sure” Johnny said.
“But we can’t protect you.” Yvonne said.
“No, but I have no one else to go with, and its crazy in the city.
Please? My name is Jolynn.” The teen offered her hand. Johnny
leaned over and shook it. “Welcome to team doomsday”, he smiled.
“Doomsday?” Jolynn asked.
“Yeah, haven’t you heard? The world is ending.” Johnny replied
glibly. The mountainous country rose before them as the sounds of
the city faded behind them. The sky swirled with clouds that seemed
to hug the mountain peaks. The trio stopped to rest when they grew
tired. This in itself was an ominous sign, previously their bodies
would rarely tire. Yvonne had gone off into a tirade about oxygen
levels being constantly maintained from external forces and how the
planet was in such a state of ecological disequilibrium that it would
offend any decent ecologist. As they sat down, Yvonne got out the
maps again, “We can’t be sure the mountains are safe now, who
knows if they are part of the system as well and start crumbling. So,
we will go this way: around. It will take longer, but no point risking
our lives. Who knows what is going down next.”
“Where are we going?” Jolynn asked. Yvonne gave Jolynn a
strange look and went a short distance away. Johnny went after
Yvonne. “What’s up with you?”
“I should be the one asking that question. What made you think we
could take care of a little girl and her pet!”
“Why not? She asked for help, she looks small, I don’t think she
needs much feeding and that Exarosaur eats everything on the
ground!”
“And it could be a good thing if we’re desperate too.” Yvonne
agreed.
“No, not that!” Johnny said and shrugged, “I have to agree that
is valid, but you don’t have to be purposefully mean to her just
because she was not in your original plans. And if we’re on that
topic, why are you having me around either anyway?”
Yvonne frowned, “I’m not, I... You’re a good friend. We’ve been
hunting together for the longest time. What are you talking about?
How can anything between us be compared to that girl I have never
seen before today?”
Johnny went back with a sigh. “They wanted to eat my Axey” Jolynn
said.
“I’m not surprised.” Johnny said.
“She wants to eat my Axey too.”
“We will try not to come to that.” Johnny shook his head, “You look
so young, how did you get here?” “Oh, I stole my older sister’s
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passport. She looks just like me you see” Jolynn smiled. “I wanted
to come, all my friends wanted to come too. I took care of all their
pets. I know how to brush them just right.” Jolynn then pursed her
lips and said, “But Axey is all I have now. They ate all the others.”
“I’m sorry.” Johnny wished he could say something, but there was
not much left to be said. Just the knowledge of the clouded road
ahead.
The tall strange plants loomed over their heads as they trekked
through the foothills. “I thought I was getting used to this.” Johnny
said, pushing a branch away overhead, “I guess I’m not.”
“Some parts of Calypso are so earth like, you forget sometimes.”
Yvonne said. The crunching sound of brush underfoot filled up the
thoughtful silence. “I miss those Saturday afternoons.” Yvonne said
wistfully, “Sitting around, watching television. Playing with my dog.”
“Hey Yvonne, I found this flower here. See” Jolynn came running
up, Exarosaur by her side. She pressed a tiny white flower into
Yvonne’s hand.
“You can eat it if you want to.” Yvonne said, putting it back in
Jolynn’s hand. Jolynn’s face turned as she fell back to walk
alongside Johnny. “She’s still being mean.”
“Don’t fault her, she’s just in a bad mood.”
“Well. I am in a bad mood too then.” Jolynn said and sulked away.
The land changed again as they walked, this time the ground was
an alien blue and the plants looked like they creeped along the land.
A ship rose in the distance and zipped away into the sky. “Are we
going to the space base? We must be!” Jolynn said excitedly. “Are
we going to Club Neverdie? Do you think they have food there?”
“Club Neverdie is an asteroid. If the main generators are on
Calypso, and Calypso is failling, I don’t see how Club Neverdie
would be in much better shape.” Yvonne snapped.
“I don’t see why we can’t try” Jolynn insisted.
“It takes alot of fuel to go up there. We might not be able to risk it.”
Johnny said. “We need that mainly to get around. We had not seen
all the towns yet before the teleports went down. If we can get a
pilot, we could try and scavange better.”
Another few days passed and gradually they could hear a rumble
when the ships took off. “We should be getting near” Johnny said.
Yvonne was still looking upset, but she added “We are nearing it,
but we haven’t seen many people around here. I wonder what is
wrong.”
“Maybe they just don’t want to come out of the space base.” Johnny
said.
“I don’t know, I have this feeling we’re being watched. We can’t all
rest at the same time now.” Yvonne said.
They entered the North Space Base late the next day. There were a
few people on the streets, thankfully no fights. But everyone quickly
avoided them when they even apppeared to approach them. “Which
one did you have in mind?” Johnny asked, fearing that Yvonne had
no one in mind at all and was going to just try her luck.
Yvonne took out a card from somewhere. “Elliot Garret Tsai. He told
me I could get a flight with him anytime.”
“Yeah, but when did he say that? I bet all the teleports were
functioning.” Johnny was cut off as they reached the hangar.
Yvonne knocked on the door and then stood back. Jolynn was
standing just slightly further back, arms around her exarosaur. After

what seemed like a really long time Yvonne knocked again. “Hey
Elliot, come on out.”
Suddenly a voice called from the roof. “I have no more oil left.” The
owner and pilot yelled down to them.
“Plenty with me” Yvonne yelled back up. A little light of glee ran
across the pilot’s face as he disappeared from the roof top. The
hangar door opened, and having beckoned Yvonne and Johnny
inside, the pilot quickly shut it. “I ran out of oil and then all these
people come here.” Elliot extended his hands.”I don’t really
remember you, how did we meet before?” he said, looking at the
card still in Yvonne’s hands.
“We met at that healing springs that didn’t really work. Remember?”
Yvonne said.
“Ahh. Yes, I remember. Not a place for a good pilot to be in.” Elliot
grinned. “Yvonne, is that right?” Yvonne nodded. “And this is?” Elliot
extended his hand to Johnny. Johnny shook it gravely, “I’m Johnny,
and that is Jolynn behind there. We hope that you can be our
personal pilot.”
“I plan to create a stockpile of basic goods we need, and I will
provide the oil for our journeys.” Yvonne said. “Alright, you just
follow me to fuel up the plane” Elliot said. Not long later, he and
Yvonne reappeared. “Where to first?” Elliot asked.
“Never, never land.” a new voice called out. Another held a
struggling Jolynn, “I’m sorry, they just took me by surprised. And
they made Axey run off too!” Jolynn said, tears rising to her eyes.
“Who are you?” Johnny said.
“You were following us on the way here, weren’t you!” Yvonne
yelled, furious.
“We want the plane” another person stepped into sight. Yvonne
moved. A few punches and attempted throws later a furious fist fight
erupted as everyone started joining in. Yvonne was not even sure
what she was hitting at some point, as long as it wasn’t wearing the
green that Johnny was wearing. She gave and received punches,
and someone threw a hard one to her stomach that broke her
rhythm. She saw one coming from the top and rolled quickly. She
had her arm out ready to strike again. And then something heavy
and wet flopped on top of her. As she stood up, she remembered
a scream. And then she saw Jolynn trembling with a large knife.
“Jolynn” Yvonne managed. She was filled with relief. But her senses
were alerted again. One of them came up behind Jolynn, so Yvonne
snatched the knife out of Jolynn’s hands and plunged it into the
person behind. He sputtered for a few moments and then was still.
Johnny was still arm locked with another guy. Yvonne went over,
broke the lock and tried to stab the last guy but he turned and ran
off quickly. Yvonne deliberated for a split second and then turned to
the other three “We better get in that ship fast.”
The ship started off in a continuous rising sound of clicks and
whirrs. The engine busied itself and maintained a background hum.
“Treasure Island Castle please” Yvonne said to Elliot, speaking
a little louder against the noises. Elliot nodded, “All strapped in
safely?” Jolynn was still teary eyed from leaving her exarosaur
behind but came in too and strapped herself. Johnny leaned over
the side and back and squeezed her hand. Elliot said “I have to
admit this, I have flown this many timse to Crystal Palace and
Club Neverdie, but never from Eudoria to Amethera. If anything
happens...”
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“There is no other way” Yvonne said, knowing this moment would
come in the last few days, “Just do your job.”
Elliot nodded again and started flipping switches. “Please sit back
and get ready for take off.” With a loud sound the ground shook
a little, then suddenly shook with acceleration. The ship took off
vertically and then Elliot eased it into a forward motion when they
were higher up. It all seemed uneventful and the ship continued
to gain altitude even as it sped forwards. Out of a sudden a large
bird thumped into the ship. Jolynn started screaming at the back.
And without warning many large objects started hitting the ship so
hard that it kept shaking. “What’s that?” Ahead of them there was
what seemed like a tornado. “I never thought Calypso could have”
Yvonne began, but then suddenly the ship stalled. Johnny looked
back and saw that Jolynn had blanked out. In the eerie silence Elliot
said, “I’m not sure what that is, it must have shut us down.” Indeed
the tornado did not look right, it appeared to glow even as it swept
things up and away, the sky above it was crackling with lightning.
Things continued to hit the ship as it quickly lost altitude. Elliot tried
a few switches in vain. “We’re dead, we’re dead” he muttered. The
ship had reached the treeline and it started skimming the treetops.
In no time they were crashing wildly through the vegetation. At
some point the shell was ripped open and Yvonne felt things
scraping at her skin, hitting her, hitting her. She closed her eyes.
Some parts were bleeding for sure, it felt wet. Finally there was one
last bump and Yvonne found herself on the ground holding Johnny’s
hand very, very tight. There were some things hurting in places she
wasn’t sure she wanted to know. “Look” Johnny said.
“What?”
“Look over here!” Yvonne turned and saw the familiar signs of a
Calypso bar.
“Yeah, we wanted to collect some food, but not here.” Yvonne said.
“I’m hurt. Johnny, I’m sorry I couldn’t get us through this.” Johnny
could not speak, but just held her hands tightly.
“I’ll be here” Johnny finally said. “I’ll be...” Yvonne looked at him
and what she saw did not register at first, he had a few broken
bones, one of his arms. It made her feel sick. This was the end
she thought. A quick end maybe this would be better than to waste
away when they had exhausted all their resources. Yvonne closed
her eyes, she was just so tired. Just then the familiar sound of the
revival terminal in operation started up. Yvonne opened her eyes
again in astonishment. A glowing light appeared and a body formed,
a hand a leg. Someone stepped out and the other familiar sound
of the fast aid pack started. “I feel sick.” It was Jolynn, who then
screamed. “Yvonne, you... uh... “ Jolynn then used the fast aid pack
on Yvonne, she could feel things being knitted back into place. It
was painful, but it felt right. After a while she tried to stand. “Don’t
tell me how I looked.” Yvonne said, “I know it was horrible.” Jolynn
turned and quickly used the pack on Johnny.
A short while later the trio joined the gathering crowd. Some revived
after many days, some only just succumbed to the crash, but
all newly aware of their fragile lives on Calypso. Grateful for yet
another
chance.
In the distance someone yelled, “The Teleports are working!”
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Opportunities @ TCP

Special Thanks

Forum Space @ EUForces.com:

If you have any suggestions or wishes
for upcoming TCP issues or only want
to Gratz & Greet your ingame friends,
post your request in the TCP forum
section on EUForces or send an email to
calypsopost@eufroces.com. Space for
Buy & Sell postings as well available as
advertising space – feel free to contact
us. Your suggestions and requests are
most welcome.

The Calypso Post would like to thank
all our readers and escpecially all EF
users for donating the enormous amout
of over 100K EFDs by now in our TCP
Fund Raising thread. Your generosity
proves that we are on the right way
with our magazine. Thanks a lot for
your acknowledgement. We hope to
provide you with more entertaining and
informative TCP issues in 2008!

Please notice that EUForces.com offers
your society webspace to present your
soc and to communicate with your soc
mates in private and public channels on
forum. For further information and your
request contact the EUForces Team via
email: crt@euforces.com. Become part
of the EUF community!

We also are still looking for guest
writers. If you have anything you’d like
to share with the community or always
wanted to publically expand on your
knowledgement and theories about
skills, loot or anything else, contact us
at calypsopos@euforces.com or leave
a post in the TCP forum section on
EUForces. Any reports about passed
events or announcements of future
events will be published as well.

Thanks to these websites for pictures,
articles and comments:
www.entropiauniverse.com
www.entropianewsnetwork.com
www.peauction.com
www.entropedia.info
www.entropiaforum.com
www.mytwopecs.com
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Preview
Coming up soon in February 2008.... TCP8!
-

with more interviews
more information about the five banks
Entropian Storylining
the new make-up options on Calypso

... and a lot more!
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